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Loglin!: 
25 years after a head injury, lonely Astrid begins to experience painful aftershocks enabling her to time travel. Risking her present to face 
the past, she returns to a 1995 party to keep her 13 year old self from the car accident that derailed her future, and makes a startling 
discovery: someone was holding her during the accident, keeping her safe from greater harm. The revelation of this woman’s identity will 
change Astrid's life forever. 

 Synopsi": 
"Time Traveler" is the story of a woman using her newfound ability to time travel to prevent the accident that caused it.


Present day Astrid is living a dull existence when she begins experiencing painful occurrences of falling "asleep" before "waking up" in 
memories from her childhood so vivid, it feels like she's really there. When she begins to awaken with tokens of these "memories", Astrid 
realizes, she's not remembering, she's traveling there. 


Astrid seeks medical help from doctors who invalidate her experiences, put her through tests, and find no answers. In one of these offices, 
Astrid is approached by friendly, charming Des - MRI tech by day, groovy rock musician by night - who believes her experiences are real, 
and wants to help her. In Des' cozy home recording studio, Astrid revisits the fateful night of the accident, and tries to prevent her 13 year 
old self from meeting the fate of her massive head injury, which, as Astrid sees it, caused her parent's divorce, made her abandon her 
dreams of becoming an artist, and set her on a path to becoming a lonely woman with no dreams.


When Astrid finally gets close to preventing the accident and makes a startling discovery: someone was holding her younger self, 
preventing her from greater harm. After a stretch of disillusionment, depression, and a fallout with Des, Astrid realizes she is the only one 
who's coming to save her, and tries again, realizing that she herself was holding her, and while she can't prevent the accident, she can 
start again and build the life she's always wanted.


Theme":  
“Only you can save you” - The power you have to validate and love yourself will heal the past better than anyone else can. Listening to the 
dreams and wisdom of your inner child will always set you on the right path. It’s never too late! You have the power to heal the past and 
build the life you dream of.


Liste# t$ th! Tim! Travele% Spotif& Insp$ Playlis'!

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5NNlCqGqS6hdc8q2QBvXKm?si=i76vZeVWRwiOwYwyrtGgUA&dl_branch=1&nd=1
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Character"  

Astrid’" 1995  
Part& Friends

DesAstri( 
Youn) Astri( 
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Location" 
Astrid’"  Apartmen'  

Astri( *tart" takin) ar' classe" agai#  

Des’ apartmen' / hom! +ecordin) *tudi$  

1995 Suburba# Part&  

Astrid’" wor, - th! Cit& Librar& 
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Executio# + Styl! “TIME TRAVEL TIME” is always a warm 
summer or a golden autumn. Distorted lenses, 
soft focus edges to depict more difficult 
moments of Astrid’s STRUGGLE TO 
REMEMBER or HOLD ON . Warm, golden, 
daylight, magic and blue hour. I’d like to 
shoot TIME TRAVEL TIME IN anamorphic 
to heighten the otherworldly feeling of 
these experiences. 

“ASTRID’S PRESENT DAY” - Always wintertime, 
clean, cool, sharp and spare. Astrid’s minimalist 
home, her bike rides to work through rainy city 
streets. Sharp and clear, 100% daylight - or cool-
toned practicals 

THE CAR ACCIDENT - The worlds 
and styles of Astrid’s past and 
present collide in this climactic 
rainy nighttime scene. 
The final reveal that Astrid was 
holding herself in the car is sharp 
and clear, supported by a swelling 
soundtrack of revelation.  
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Framin) 
Astrid’s Present Day: frames often divided, keeping her out of reach 
from what she wants. Until she begins traveling back to prevent the 
accident that caused her time-travel-power inducing head injury, 
and falling for Des, Astrid is often separated; she is “other”, isolated 
or alone in a crowd, set apart from a soft background.

Time Travel Time:  
Astrid is always the heroine of these memories she’s 
traveled back to. Wide framing allows Astrid to explore 
within a space, and intimate, up-close moments disclose 
the sensual experiences of these memories she’s traveled 
back to relive. 
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Moo( 
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Moo( - Astrid’" Presen' Da& 
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Moo( -Tim! Trave- - Astrid’" childhoo( memorie" 
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Moo( -Tim! Trave- - Astrid’" childhoo( memorie" 
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Moo( - Tim! Trave- Tim! - 1995 part& 
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Moo( - Tim! Trave- Tim! - 1995 part& 
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Abou' 
Directo%, Write%, an( Acto% 
I love writing and acting ini the stories I direct - I 
love having a true authorship of my work. I 
believe “anything personal is universal”, 
drawing from personal experience to create 
stories honoring authenticity with a heightened 
sense of curiosity, wit, and capacity for delight. 


I’m also an actor, and I know this informs my 
directing in a special way. I love creating a safe 
space on set for strong, vulnerable 
performances, and I believe in both meticulous 
planning and allowing space for spontaneous 
magic to be captured on set.


Inspiratio#  
In 1995, when I was 13, I also suffered an 
orbital fracture and head injury when my dad 
picked me up from a party + got in a head-on 
collision. 


As an adult, I’ve wondered if having a head 
injury as a child contributed to the ESP I’ve 
experienced as an adult! Which made me 
daydream about the possibilities of that being 
a superpower, like Astrid’s ability to time travel. 


Like Astrid, I also worked at a library! (as a 
teenager) and the coziness and feeling of 
safety (not to mention stores of knowledge and 
inspiration) housed in the stacks and aisles 
feels like a fitting comfort zone for  place for 
Astrid to hide and cocoon herself, staying safe 
rather than pursuing her dreams of making art 
and expressing herself! She’s constantly 
helping others find what they need  - this 
journey is about her finding her own treasure 
and healing and renewed drive to claim what 
she wants and the life she’s worthy of. 


I spent 10+ years helping others conceive their 
cinematic visions working in multiple departments on 
set, and I’m excited to be working as a freelance 
creative. Next I want to direct my first feature, and 
eventually direct for TV when I’m not writing and 
directing the next one!


 It is my continuing goal to fight for gender parity and 
create opportunities for other female filmmakers on 
set.

Goal" 


